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Here is what the critics have said about Sherry Kramer’s plays:

about DAVID’S REDHAIRED DEATH:
   “Sherry Kramer’s extraordinary play…is like a puzzle: 
after slowly and painstakingly connecting a series of dots, 
one uncovers an integrated image out 
of what appeared to be chaos.”
The Chicago Reader

about THINGS THAT BREAK:
   “…a terribly difficult, painfully beautiful play… 
This is a wildly imaginative piece of work.” 
Nelson Pressley, The Washington Times

about THE WALL OF WATER:
   “THE WALL OF WATER quickly bursts through the dam 
of conventional theater for two hours of the kind of inspired 
and breathtaking chaos so rare on America’s stages that we 
may have forgotten the word for it. The word is farce.” 
Margaret Spillane, New Haven Independent

about WHAT A MAN WEIGHS:
   “…its view of sexual politics becomes more and more 
complex, funny, and biting.” 
Time

about WHEN SOMETHING WONDERFUL ENDS:
   “As timely as it was revealing, and as witty as wise.”
Austin Chronicle
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CHARACTERS & SETTING

Mephistopheles, played by an actor who, if he had been 
smaller, would have played Puck, when he was younger; but 
it is now exactly just too late.

paris, played by a charming, likable actor, mid to late 
thirties; he’ll look like a boy all his life.

Julianna, played by an actress who has been cast in 
comedic parts one time too many; early thirties.

Margaret, played by an actress who can play from six 
years old to thirty years old

Setting: paris’s and Julianna’s apartments, and a few 
places in between

Time: The present

Music: A score should be designed to accompany 
Mephistopheles at beginning and end of ACT ONE, and 
elsewhere when appropriate.
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ACT ONE

PROLOGUE—ON EARTH

(Mephistopheles appears, wearing a black cloak lined with 
blood red, and walking with a slight limp. He carries a cane 
with a silver poodle handle.)

(He performs a few simple card tricks for the benefit of the 
audience. These need be no more complicated than any that 
a child could do—the important issue is that they are done 
with style, panache, showmanship.)

(He sets up two hands of cards on a small table down stage—
then checks both hands and, considering for an instant, 
plucks an ace from the deck and tucks it in his sleeve. He 
turns to go, then turns back, addressing the audience.)

Mephistopheles: Well, come on, now—you don’t 
expect me to insult you by pretending to have nothing 
up my sleeve, do you?
No, that fits right in with your ideas about me. In fact, 
you’ve been thinking and saying the most terrible 
things about me for the longest time.
Well, stop—

(Mephistopheles makes a magical gesture. Great bolts of 
lightning crash, and thunder cracks loudly.)

Mephistopheles: STOP!!!!!!

(Lightning and thunder increase.)

Mephistopheles: STOOOOOOOOOOP—
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(The lightning and thunder cease abruptly as 
Mephistopheles stops himself from further fury.)

(He holds his head in his hands, gaining control.)

(After a moment, he looks up, smiling bravely.)

Mephistopheles: I’m better now. I’m all right. Don’t 
worry, I don’t want you going home tonight and 
saying “Oh, Lucifer himself had a nervous breakdown 
right on stage, it was soooooooooo booooooring. We 
half expected that at any minute he would regale us 
with stories about his much abused childhood. Z z z.” 
I mean, who cares? Everybody had a rough childhood. 
Everybody had a father who didn’t understand them. 
Everybody wants to take it out on everybody—but 
nobody but Satan worked out his adolescent anger by 
trying to destroy the world, did they?
No.
So go on, saying those terrible things about me.
Go on—believe the world itself is running away in 
these arms. (He raises his arms out in front of him.)
You say my arms are strong enough to carry you away 
from what makes the birds sing and the heart rejoice. 
But you know nothing about these arms. (He lowers his 
arms.)
Listen—you and I—we’re not so very different. You 
and I—we’re really quite alike. We both dream the 
same dream, we both long to be reunited with a piece 
of ourselves we’ve lost, we long with the same ache 
to return to the safe place, we dream of feeling God’s 
grace once again! (He sees that we don’t believe him.)
You don’t believe me. Nevertheless it’s true. 
Everything I’ve ever done, I’ve done for one reason 
only—to get home. That’s what I’m doing here, on 
earth. Trying to get all of us home. Home. Ah, yes. I 
remember, it’s your curse to see heaven heavy with 
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angels, beating their wings, lazy in the radiance of the 
vague, pure, everlasting.
And it’s mine, and all the angels’ curse to curse you 
for the blindness that sees us there. An angel may not 
love, and suffering finds us everywhere we search for 
the one, true heaven, which is here— (He indicates the 
audience.) —here, in this heroic landscape, this maze of 
redemption, this—

(Lights up on a bed.)

Mephistopheles: —small place of impassioned 
astronomy. (He walks over to the bed, sits down on it.)
This place, where two bodies and two souls in perfect 
desire resemble God’s face, on the face of the earth.
You know what I’m talking about. Don’t pretend you 
don’t, you know you do. You know you were born to 
feel heaven in a touch. To understand the secrets of 
the universe in the way the breathing of the person 
sleeping beside you fills the lost night air. You know 
you were born to feel something—magnificent. (He gets 
up, walks down stage, leaving the bed behind in a pool of 
light.)
Wouldn’t you give anything to feel that magnificent 
something? To feel the sweet warm slash of 
redemption? Would you give your soul to feel it?
Would you? What if someone walked up to you, right 
now, and said that if you gave your soul, you’d feel 
what you can just remember so deep inside you, you 
could pull yourself apart with knives and never find 
it— (Intimate, really intimate with the audience, truly 
excited) —if someone said, just give your soul, and you 
will feel that place—yes—that—the place where dim 
recall past knowing sees a face of beauty past belief— 
(He almost sees it.) —you’d give it. (He makes a magical 
gesture.)

(Blackout)
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Scene One

(Beat 1: Fireworks appear inside paris’s bedroom. 
Gradually they illuminate the room, revealing paris, 
standing on his bed. He throws his arms in the air, 
laughing.)

Paris: Do it again! Do it again!

(More explosions of lovely, red and gold light. paris dances 
in the light.)

(Blackout)

(Beat 2: paris and Mephistopheles playing cards. A few 
cards are played.)

Paris: Gin. (Laying down his cards.)
You know what that means.

(Blackout)

(Beat 3: paris and Mephistopheles suspended in the 
room, flying. They tilt and bank in tandem. The wind whips 
through their hair.)

Paris: Oh, look—there’s the Effil Tower! Shit!!!! There’s 
the Great Wall! Wow!
Hey, that forest down there. It looks like the Garden 
of—

(Blackout)

(Beat 4: paris and Mephistopheles playing cards. paris 
is now wearing a shiny black visor. After a few cards are 
played:)

Paris: Guess what? (He lays his cards down.)

(Blackout)
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(Beat 5: paris runs in place, with one arm held up, holding 
a torch. He is out of breath. He stumbles, catches himself, 
goes on. The Olympic theme music blares out, and he 
“climbs” the stairs to the Olympic flame—which he lights, 
to thunderous applause.)

(Blackout)

(Beat 6: paris and Mephistopheles playing cards. paris 
is now wearing a riverboat gambler’s hat. A few cards are 
played. It may be noticed that paris picks up every card 
Mephistopheles discards.)

Paris: You won’t believe this, but— (He puts down his 
cards.) Gin.

(Mephistopheles can’t help smiling.)

(Blackout)

(Beat 7: A huge nuclear missile with prominent Iranian 
markings is in the room. paris, using a huge wrench, is 
messing around in the missile’s mechanism. He pulls out an 
oversized computer chip, smashes part of it, replaces the chip 
and closes the door to the compartment.)

Paris: Okay. That takes care of all the dirty bombs 
headed in the direction of my parent’s house.

(Blackout)

(Beat 8: Mephistopheles and paris playing cards. 
Mephistopheles discards, face down. paris instinctively 
goes to pick it up—Mephistopheles puts one hand over 
paris’s, and with the other lays down his hand—it’s gin.)

Mephistopheles: Gin.

paris: Oh. Well, I guess I couldn’t keep up that streak 
forever. So. What do you want?
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Mephistopheles: A kiss.

paris: What?

Mephistopheles: A kiss.

paris: A kiss? What do you mean, a kiss?

Mephistopheles: A kiss.

paris: But you’re a man—I mean—I know you’re not 
really a man, I mean you’re not either, but—I mean I 
know we had a deal, but—

(Blackout)

(Beat 9: Mephistopheles seated on the bed. He pats the 
place next to him. paris sits. Mephistopheles kisses 
paris. paris endures it bravely.)

(Blackout)

(Beat 10: Mephistopheles and paris playing cards. 
paris is obviously very nervous. paris is wiping his 
face, wringing his hands, fumbling with his cards. 
Mephistopheles wins.)

Mephistopheles: Gin.

paris: Shit.

Mephistopheles: Another.

paris: Now listen here, I—

Mephistopheles: Another kiss.

(Blackout)

(Beat 11: Mephistopheles and paris kiss. This time, 
paris kisses him back.)

(Blackout)
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(Beat 12: Mephistopheles wins. paris throws his cards 
into the air.)

(Blackout)

(Beat 13: Mephistopheles and paris sleeping in each 
other’s arms. A soft rose light fills the room.)

(Blackout)

Scene Two

(Just before dawn. Mephistopheles is floating above 
paris’ bed, lying on his side with his head propped up on his 
elbow.)

Mephistopheles: I don’t know what all the fuss is all 
about. It’s really very cut and dried.

paris: It’s my soul. My soul!

Mephistopheles: Nonsense. Before I came you didn’t 
think you had one.

paris: I don’t see why you can’t love me without it.

Mephistopheles: Who said anything about love?

paris: Let’s go someplace, okay? Someplace where 
there aren’t a lot of people. Morocco. Tahiti.

Mephistopheles: No more Morocco and no more 
Tahiti.

paris: Then how about my sister’s house in Jersey? I 
haven’t seen the new baby yet.

Mephistopheles: You really try my nerves. Why do 
you want to make me angry?

paris: I’m not the one who’s trying to make anyone 
angry.

Mephistopheles: And I am?
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paris: You have this thing about saying you love me.

Mephistopheles: It’s not a thing about saying it. It’s 
something I can’t say.

paris: Yeah, yeah. Go ahead and hide behind an angel 
can’t do this and that crap.

Mephistopheles: It is hardly crap.

paris: It is to me.

Mephistopheles: It wasn’t last night.

paris: Stop talking to me about last night! I can’t think 
about anything else! I’ve never been held like I was last 
night. What are you going to do about that! Tell me! 
What are you going to do about that!

Mephistopheles: I’ve already told you. Last night 
wasn’t real.

paris: Don’t do this to me!

Mephistopheles: Last night was an illusion.

paris: What are you talking about? The Great Wall, the 
Eiffel Tower, that—

Mephistopheles: All that you felt and all that you saw 
with me was mere illusion. You never left this room.

paris: But after, when you kissed me...

Mephistopheles: Apparition. Fantasy. Dream.

paris: I won’t believe that!

Mephistopheles: Believe. I never touched you, or you 
me.

paris: You wanted me.

Mephistopheles: Someone had to hold your head 
down for you. Someone had to teach you how to pray.

paris: You liked it!
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Mephistopheles: Liked it! I would love it, if I could. 
But you were made for love, not me.

paris: You’re just a whore!

Mephistopheles: (Bows, elegantly) For God, and no one 
else.

paris: You go to hell!!!

Mephistopheles: Been there. Done that. Listen. The 
moment for which you promised your soul will not be 
with me.

paris: Why not?

Mephistopheles: It will be with a woman.

paris: Who said anything about a woman?

Mephistopheles: You did, actually.

paris: When!

Mephistopheles: Last night. In the heat of passion. 
You called out a beautiful name.

paris: But I can’t have it with anyone but you. It’s not 
something that happens here.

Mephistopheles: You seem to think it did.

paris: That’s different. It was with you.

Mephistopheles: With this woman it will be real.

paris: But I want you!

Mephistopheles: You want what you had last night.

paris: And why shouldn’t I?

Mephistopheles: With this woman you will not have 
to share an illusion. You will have something real.

paris: (Laughing) Real? You don’t know the first thing 
about it. Last night was real.

Mephistopheles: With a woman, Paris, you can—
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paris: Can what. WHAT! Look. Here’s what happens 
with a woman. Here’s what you think is real.
I meet her. I wait for her to say she loves me. She says 
it. I look at her. I say to myself: “The rest of my life. 
Does this woman look like the rest of my life?” She 
doesn’t. Or, it happens like this.
I meet her. I wait for her to say she loves me. She 
doesn’t. I realize I have to be the one who says it. I say 
it. Guess what happens next. Go on. Can’t? After I say 
I love you I get to watch her look at me and say, to 
herself: “The rest of my life. Do I want this person to be 
my life for the rest of my life?”
Last night was real.

Mephistopheles: Then one woman is like another to 
you, and it doesn’t matter who I bring?

paris: No matter who you bring me, it will end the 
same.

Mephistopheles: You’re sure?

paris: Are you asking me who I’d like? Because if you 
are, I’ll tell you.

Mephistopheles: Who?

paris: Marilyn Monroe.

Mephistopheles: (A bit disgusted) Sorry.

paris: Yeah, I’ll bet.

Mephistopheles: I’ve someone else in mind for you.

paris: You do? Then why haven’t you brought her 
here!

Mephistopheles: I will.

paris: When?

Mephistopheles: Soon.

paris: Why not now?
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Mephistopheles: I must first show her what I’ve 
shown you.

paris: Oh.
What do you mean...show her?

Mephistopheles: You know what I mean.

paris: Do you have to? I mean, isn’t there some other 
way?

Mephistopheles: Not if she’s to promise her soul.

paris: Well, what if she doesn’t? What if she doesn’t 
want to give you her soul?

Mephistopheles: You forget who you are talking to, 
Paris.

paris: Yeah, but if she doesn’t want to I’ve given you 
my soul for nothing!

Mephistopheles: I will not take your soul until you’ve 
had the moment you’ve been promised.
The two of you, together.

paris: But what if we can’t?

Mephistopheles: The risk is mine.

paris: You’re going to her tonight?

Mephistopheles: I am. It is time for the dream to end.

(Mephistopheles snaps his fingers. paris falls 
immediately asleep, standing up.)

Mephistopheles: Sleep—and when you wake, say 
nothing of what has happened.

(paris, sound asleep, backs into bed and lies down.)

Sleep. (Gathering himself up in his cloak for his dramatic 
exit.)

The day breaks. The night dies. And the Prince of 
Darkness flies. (He flies away.)
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(Blackout)

Scene Three

(A few hours later. Julianna is sitting near the open door, 
wearing her coat and a look of incredible unbelief.)

Julianna: Now wait a minute. Let me get this straight. 
I come over for breakfast, and just like that, it’s over?

paris: I told you I can’t explain it.

Julianna: I don’t care what you can’t. I came over here 
for breakfast, let’s go. We’ll go and come back and then 
we’ll see.

paris: Julie—

Julianna: Breakfast is my favorite meal. It’s good no 
matter where you go and it’s the best meal deal for the 
money. Even MacDonalds makes a great breakfast. 
Their hash browns are too greasy but their hotcakes are 
good.
Come on. We’re going to breakfast. And then we’ll 
come back here and talk.

paris: Julianna, please, don’t—

Julianna: Charlie’s makes a great breakfast. They 
have those waffles that they’re famous for. Everybody 
knows about their waffles. They make them to order 
for you, don’t leave ‘em sitting around. If they left 
‘em sitting around they’d get hard and stale and they 
wouldn’t be famous for them. Let’s go. Let’s get some 
breakfast and then we’ll talk.

paris: Listen to me, I can’t talk about it, I can’t, I—

Julianna: I could make you breakfast! We could stay 
and I could make you breakfast here! I could make 
the omelet, or you could. I could fry the bacon first 
and make the eggs, or you could wash the pan and 
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make them after. We could have rye toast if you have 
it, or just make do with white. We could squeeze fresh 
orange juice if you have juice oranges. We’ll make 
coffee and then we’ll set the table and then sit down 
together.
We’ll have our orange juice and we’ll have our toast 
and we’ll have our eggs and our bacon and after that 
we’ll have our coffee.
Or we’ll have them all together.
And then we’ll talk.

paris: All right, Julie. Enough.

Julianna: What do you mean, enough? It’s not 
enough. It was never enough, someone saying they 
couldn’t say why and it’s not enough now and you 
know it. So just say you don’t love me, and let me go.

paris: I do love you, Julie, I just...

Julianna: Don’t love me enough?

paris: Listen to me, didn’t you ever have something 
happen to you that didn’t make sense, but made all the 
sense in the world? Something that just ripped up your 
life and you fell all in pieces? Something that—

Julianna: If you’re talking to me about seeing some 
woman’s legs on the subway, you’d just better stop. I 
don’t want to her about another woman. I want to hear 
about you, and me, and you and me.

paris: Look, maybe I’d better call you tomorrow.

Julianna: I don’t want to hear it tomorrow, I want to 
hear it now. I want to hear you say “I don’t love you” 
and then I’ll go.
Come on, it’s a phrase you’ve said a million times, but 
this time, it’s got a don’t after the I, it’s very simple.
Come on, Perry. Say it.

paris: No.
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Julianna: Then I don’t go home. 

I don’t go home and we spend the day together, sitting 
in this room, we spend the day and the night and all 
the days and nights after. Until you say it.
Look at me. Look at me please, and say it.

paris: (Sighs) Come on. Let’s go have breakfast.

Julianna: HOW CAN YOU TALK TO ME ABOUT 
BREAKFAST! (Realizes. Beat)
SHIT.

paris: What are we gonna do?

Julianna: I don’t know, I don’t know.
I don’t know.

paris: I don’t know.

Julianna: You’re supposed to know.

paris: I know.

Julianna: Just say it, Perry, one time, fast, or slow, or 
very quiet if it’s easier. I love you and I’m asking you 
to say it once. Then I’ll leave and it will be all right. 
I won’t stay in bed for three or four weeks crying 
out your name in a room with the shades drawn. I 
promise.
Say it and it will be all right. I love you enough to 
believe you.

paris: Do you.

Julianna: Yes.

paris: But not enough to leave unless I say it?

Julianna: You can’t have it both ways, Perry.

paris

But I love you, Julie, I just—

Julianna: Don’t love me enough to say it, once and for 
all, and let me go?
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But I do. (She kisses him.)
I don’t love you. (She turns to go.)

paris: Julianna, wait—

Julianna: No.

paris: But you don’t understand—

Julianna: What is there to understand? You don’t love 
me.

paris: I never said—

Julianna: Not enough. (She leaves.)

(Blackout)

Scene Four

(The middle of the night. Julianna’s apartment. She walks 
into her bedroom. Mephistopheles is lying on her bed.)

Julianna: What, again? How do you get in here?

Mephistopheles: It’s four o’clock in the morning. 
Where have you been?

Julianna: Where have I been? Where do you get off 
asking me where I’ve been? Last night I wake up, from 
a deep, untroubled sleep. You’re bending over my 
bed. I don’t scream. It’s not the first time I’ve seen a 
dark shape bending over me in the dark. This is the 
first time it’s real. It takes me awhile to realize that 
so I don’t scream. I think about screaming. Before I 
know it you’re in bed beside me. I decide that it’s time 
to scream. I open my mouth and I scream. There’s no 
sound.
This has happened to me before, but only in 
nightmares. I remember a painting I once saw of a 
woman dreaming about a hideous horse’s head leering 
above her. I’d prefer the horse’s head.
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You start floating above me and I shut my eyes. When I 
open them later you’re gone.
I get up this morning, take a shower and shave my 
legs. I wash my hair and do my nails. I go over to have 
breakfast with the only man I’ve ever really loved and 
he tells me it’s over and he can’t say why.
Now tell me who the hell you are and how you got in 
here.

Mephistopheles: He didn’t tell you why?

Julianna: No.

Mephistopheles: I’m sorry.

Julianna: Yeah.

(Julianna sits on the bed next to Mephistopheles. He 
puts his arm around her.)

Julianna: So am I.

Mephistopheles: Through the window.

Julianna: What?

Mephistopheles: I came in through your bedroom 
window.

Julianna: Oh. Sure. Why not.

Mephistopheles: What do you mean, sure, why not. 
Your bedroom window is fourteen stories up.

Julianna: A man can change completely in one day, I 
figure pigs can fly.

Mephistopheles: What’s that supposed to mean?

Julianna: That I’m living in a dream world. And 
you’re just part of the dream.

(Mephistopheles begins to kiss Julianna’s neck. He 
continues to caress and kiss her throughout her speech.)

Julianna: After I left him I wandered the streets. It’s 
what they do in movies, and I had nothing better to 
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do. Just wandering’s not what it’s cracked up to be, so 
I started following. I followed men. Any man at first, 
then younger ones who looked like if I followed them 
I’d find out why I shouldn’t. I got on buses going crazy 
places. I got off at their stops and looked around for 
more. There aren’t enough of them to really go around 
above ground so I went under. You make better time 
on the trains and that gives you an edge.
Underground there’s plenty to choose from. A lot of 
them walk like they know something. The way some of 
them walked told me stories I couldn’t begin to repeat 
to you now. Then one story looked like the last and 
they all looked alike. I come home, and you’re here, 
and I don’t know why I’m not screaming.

Mephistopheles: Turn out the light, Julianna.

Julianna: You know my name. That should surprise 
me. Nothing surprises me. I wish it did. Does that 
mean I’m getting old? I wonder.

Mephistopheles: It means I know your name.

Julianna: I don’t know yours.

Mephistopheles: You will.

Julianna: Don’t tell me yet. I’ll put out the light. (She 
stands, and puts out the lights.)

(Blackout)

Scene Five

(Early morning. Julianna is dressed, making coffee and 
putting on her coat.)

Julianna: I don’t know how you like it.

Mephistopheles: (Stumbling out of bed) What?

Julianna: Your coffee. Black? Regular? Just sugar? 
Cream?




